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Defaults and Non-Monotonic Reasoning
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Non-Monotonic Reasoning

• Ordinary entailment is monotonic

• Default reasoning is non-monotonic
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Closed-world Reasoning

Closed World Assumption







Limitation of Closed World Reasoning

• Arbitrary atomic sentences are taken to be false by default
– We define |=c as the entailment of KB+ which is KB augmented with a 

set of negative literals
– Because of the negative literals, we end up looking at the models of the 

KB where the extension of predicates is made as small as possible
– Two approaches to address the problem

• Consider forms of entailment where the extension of certain predicates 
(perhaps not all) is made as small as possible

– Circumscription
• Instead of adding to a KB all negative literals that are consistent with the KB, 

we provide a mechanism for specifying which literals should be added to the 
KB when it is consistent to do so

– Default logic



Circumscription

• Introduce an abnormality predicate Ab to talk about the exceptional 
or abnormal cases where the default should not apply

• Suppose, we have the following facts in the KB:
Bird (chilly), Bird (tweety), (tweety ≠chilly), ¬Flies(chilly)

)]Flies()Ab()Bird([ xxxx 



Default Logic

• A KB is considered as default theory consisting of two parts
– a set F of first-order sentences as usual
– A set D of default rules which specify what assumptions can be made 

and when
• Default logic specifies set of implicit beliefs incorporating facts in F 

and incorporating as many default assumptions as we can given D
– Some times there can be more than one set of candidate assumptions



Default Rules

• Reiter’s default rule consists of three setences
– Prerequisite
– Justification
– conclusion



Limitations of Default Logic

• In default logic, even though we can reason with defaults, we cannot 
reason about them

• Ie, there is no notion of entailment amongst defaults
• In contrast, in circumscription

– Defaults are ordinary sentences in the language
– Forces us to handle defaults in terms of abnormalities as opposed to 

directly representing them as in default logic
• Solution: Auto  epistemic logic

– Defaults are represented as sentences and can be reasoned with



Autoepistemic Logic



(See modal logic handout for more information on modal logic)
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Prioritized Defaults

• Two basic ideas
– Conflicts

• Specify which two literals compete in the sense that cannot be true together
• For example:

opposes(discount(?product,“5%”), discount(?product,“10%”))
– Override

• Each rule has a label
• Label can be used to say that one rule overrides another
• For example:

overrides(rule1, rule2)     means rule1 is higher-priority than rule2



Example 1

@d1 flies(X) :- bird(X).
@d2 neg flies(X) :- penguin(X).

bird(tweety).
penguin(tweety).
overrides(d2,d1).

Answer: { bird(tweety), penguin(tweety), neg flies(tweety) }

Explicit 
negation

Rule d2 has 
higher priority 
than rule d1

Rule labels

Example adapted from Hui Wan



Example 

• Vendor’s rules that prescribe how buyer must place or modify an 
order:
A. 14 days ahead if the buyer is a qualified customer
B. 30 days ahead if the ordered item is a minor part
C. 2 days ahead if the ordered item’s item-type is backlogged at the 

vendor, the order is a modification to reduce the quantity of the item, 
and the buyer is a qualified customer

D. 45 days ahead if the buyer is a walk-in customer

• Multiple rules can apply
• Rule ordering may be partial

Example Adapted from Benjamin Grosof



Example

• @prefCust orderModifNotice(?Order,14days) 
 preferredCustomerOf(?Buyer,SupplierCo) 

purchaseOrder(?Order,?Buyer,SellerCo) ;
• @smallStuff orderModifNotice(?Order,30days) 

 minorPart(?Buyer,?Seller,?Order) 
purchaseOrder(?Order,?Buyer,SupplierCo) ; 

• @reduceTight orderModifNotice(?Order,2days) 
 preferredCustomerOf(?Buyer,SupplierCo) 

orderModifType(?Order,reduce) 
orderItemIsInBacklog(?Order) 

purchaseOrder(?Order,?Buyer,SupplierCo) ; 
• overrides(reduceTight ,  prefCust) ;
• opposes(orderModifNotice(?Order,?X), orderModifNotice(?Order,?Y))  :- ?X ?Y ;

• NB:  Rule D, and prioritization about it, were omitted above for sake of brevity.

Example Adapted from Benjamin Grosof



Motivation for Argumentation Theories

@a p.
@b q.
@c s.

opposes(p, q).
opposes(q, s).
overrides(a, b).
overrides(b, c).

Answer 1: {p, not q, not s}
Intuition: rule b is defeated by rule a, rule c is defeated 

by rule b.
Answer 2: {p, not q, s} 

Intuition: rule b is defeated by rule a, so rule c is not 
defeated.
No single intuition (argumentation) works for all application domains.

p and q cannot 
be true together.
Ditto for q and s.

Example adapted from Hui Wan



Logic Programs with Defaults and Argumentation Theory

plain rules
(non-defeasible statements)

labeled rules
(defeasible statements)

LPDA program

Decides when a 
labeled rule is 
defeated

Candidate 
Argumentation 
Theories

See Logic Programming with Defaults and Argumentation Theories by Wan, 
Grosof, Kifer, Fodor, Liang, ICLP 2009



Answering Physics Questions

How much force is required to lift a 50-newton object with an 
acceleration of 10 m/s2? 

(A)10 N 
(B)50 N 
(C)100 N 
(D)150 N
(E)200 N 

The answer depends on what value of g is used in computing the answer.

By default we assume that an object is on earth unless stated otherwise.



Answering Physics Questions

• Using Abnormality Predicate
– Assume that an object is on earth unless stated otherwise

?obj[location->Earth] :- ?obj:Object, not ab(?obj).

– If an object is located on a non-earth object, then it is "ab" with respect 
to the "All objects are on Earth"  assumption.

ab(?obj) :-
?obj:Object[location->?loc], 
?loc:HeavenlyBody, 
not ?loc :=: Earth.



Answering Physics Questions

• Using Overrides
– For any object conclude that it is on earth

@{Rule1}?obj[location->Earth] :- ?obj:Object.
– If an object is on some planet (or more generally, some heavenly body) 

that is not Earth, the conclude that that object is not on Earth
@{Rule2}neg ?object[location->Earth] :- ?object:Object[location->?loc], 

?loc:HeavenlyBody, not ?loc :=: Earth.
– Rule2 overrides Rule 1

_overrides(Rule2, Rule1).



Using Overrides for Credit Card Authorization

• See the handout for a life sized example for how the priorities can 
be used in the context of credit card authorization



Readings

• Required Readings
– For classical techniques for defaults and non monotonic reasoning

• Chapter 11 of Brachman & Levesque textbook
– Modal Logic

• For an introduction, refer to the modal logic handout extracted from the 
textbook: Multi-Agent Systems, by Yoav Shoham & Kevin Leyton-Brown

• Optional Readings
– For a more in-depth understanding, refer to either of the following

• Truth and Modality in Knowledge Representation by Raymond Turner
• A New Introduction to Modal Logic by Hughes and Creswell


